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Joe Johnson is not on LeBron James' talent level, nor does he have the same global appeal.

But Johnson stands alone in the 2010 free-agent class in that the All-Star shooting guard may be the most realistic

option for the talent-starved Knicks. Johnson already has rejected a "max" deal with the Atlanta Hawks and has a good

history with Mike D'Antoni. Plus Johnson's agent, Arn Tellem, is responsible for orchestrating the trading deadline deal

for Tracy McGrady that freed up additional salary-cap space for the Knicks.

Team president Donnie Walsh traded two first-round picks to Houston to finalize the deal and the feeling around the

NBA is that Walsh never would have given up so many assets if he didn't have a good indication that one of the top

free agents is strongly considering New York.

"I don't think it's a reach to say that Arn could influence Joe's decisions," said a Hawks official. "There's nothing wrong

with that. But we could still offer the most money."

"Wink-wink" deals are against NBA rules, but they are next to impossible to prove and happen all the time. That doesn't

mean the Knicks have such an agreement in place with Johnson. In fact, Johnson was clear last night that his

preference is to sign with a ready-made team, which would seem to include Atlanta but not necessarily the Knicks.

"I can't backtrack," Johnson said before the Hawks lost to the Knicks at the Garden. "I can't go into a situation like when

I first got here to Atlanta."

The Knicks have suffered through nine straight losing seasons but, unlike most team executives with cap space this

summer, Walsh has enough money to sign two "max" players. Plan A, of course, is to sign James. But if that doesn't

work out, the Knicks would gladly "settle" for Johnson and Toronto's Chris Bosh.

"Maybe so for a guy who is considering coming here, maybe he would like for them to have another (max) player

because that would attract some interest," Johnson said. "It's going to be a tough decision."

Johnson added that he won't "base my decision on what LeBron does" and he also reminded reporters that he isn't

ruling out re-signing with the Hawks.

His teammate Jamal Crawford, the former Knick, said he will lobby on the Hawks' behalf to have Johnson re-sign. In

that discussion, he will likely tell Johnson about the losing culture that still exists at the Garden.

"There's going to be a lot of pressure on whoever comes here," Crawford said. "Fans have been patient but when

these guys come it's going to be like, 'OK, it's time to go.'"
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